One and done. Pigment-packed lids in a fluid stroke.

- Easy to wear
- Easy to apply
- Lightweight, pigment-packed liquid color
When your lids are looking for a surge of stellar color, reach for Mary Kay® Liquid Eye Shadow. Creamy yet lightweight, this liquid shadow saturates lids with pigment-packed color in a single swipe. A soon-to-be favorite for striking one-and-done eye looks, Mary Kay® Liquid Eye Shadow adds starry-eyed impact in an instant. The easy-to-use doe foot applicator requires little-to-no know-how as it glides across lids for effortlessly ethereal eyes. Simply glide on for lids that are out of this world.

Light up your lids with four celestial-inspired shades:

- Light Beam
- Purple Nova
- Pink Starlight
- Meteor Shower

You may also like:

- Mary Kay Chromafusion® Eye Shadow
- Mary Kay® Mascara
- Mary Kay® Waterproof Liquid Eyeliner Pen

Formula Attributes

- Ophthalmologist tested
- Dermatologist-tested
- Non-comedogenic
- Clinically tested for skin irritancy and allergy
- Suitable for sensitive eyes and contact lens wearers